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http://www.christysstampingspot.com/ 

christysstampingspot@gmail.com 

Stampin' Up!®
Gilded Autumn

Hedgehog

ard Measurements: 

Thick Very Vanilla cs card base - 11" x 4 1/4" scored at 5 1/2" 

Crumb Cake cs panel - 5 3/8" x 4 1/8" 

Gilded Autumn Specialty DSP panel - 5 1/4" x 4" plus two strips 1/2" x 4" 

Thick Very Vanilla cs label - die cut with Stitched Nested Label dies (1 3/4") 

Thick Very Vanilla scrap - fussy cut out the hedgehog 

DSP = Designer Series Paper 

cs = cardstock 

Supplies needed:

Walk In The Woods Cling Stamp Set

(English) [152618] $21.00

Massive Thanks Cling Stamp Set

[152578] $22.00

Cajun Craze Classic Stampin' Pad

[147085] $7.50

Crumb Cake Classic Stampin' Pad

[147116] $7.50

Blender Pens [102845] $12.00

Very Vanilla 8-1/2" X 11" Thick

Cardstock [144237] $8.25

Crumb Cake 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[120953] $8.75

Gilded Autumn Specialty Designer

Series Paper [153520] $15.00

Stitched Nested Labels Dies

[149638] $35.00

Paper Trimmer [152392] $25.00

Paper Snips [103579] $10.00

Bone Folder [102300] $7.00

Simply Shammy [147042] $8.00

Gold 1/4" (6.4 Mm) Shimmer Ribbon

[152156] $7.00

Gold Glitter Enamel Dots [152155]

$8.00

Mini Glue Dots [103683] $5.25

Stampin' Dimensionals [104430]

$4.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755]

$4.00

Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Thick Very Vanilla cs card base. Cut a Crumb Cake cs panel and a Gilded Autumn Specialty DSP panel

and then glue the panels together. Wrap the panels with a Gold Shimmer ribbon securing the ends on the back of

the panels with glue dots, and then glue the wrapped panels to the card base.

https://www.stampinup.com/products/walk-in-the-woods-cling-stamp-set-(en)?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/massive-thanks-cling-stamp-set?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/classic-stampin-pad-cajun-craze?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/classic-stampin-pad-crumb-cake?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/blender-pens?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-thick-8-1-2-x-11-very-vanilla?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-crumb-cake?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/gilded-autumn-specialty-designer-series-paper?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stitched-nested-labels-dies?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/paper-trimmer?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/scissors-paper-snips?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/bone-folder?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/simply-shammy?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/gold-1-4-(6-4-mm)-shimmer-ribbon?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/gold-glitter-enamel-dots?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/mini-glue-dots?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-dimensionals?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/glue-liquid-multipurpose?demoid=2184990
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2. Die cut a Thick Very Vanilla cs label with the Stitched Nested Labels dies. Stamp the sentiment from the Walk In The

Woods stamp set in Cajun Craze ink at the top of the stitched label. Glue the label to the card front on the right side

overlapping the wrapped ribbon.

3. Stamp the hedgehog from the Walk In The Woods stamp set in Cajun Craze ink. With a Blender Pen add Cajun

Craze ink and Crumb Cake ink color the hedgehog (I created wells of ink in the lid tops of the ink pads). Add Wink of

Stella to the hedgehog for sparkle. Fussy cut out the hedgehog with your paper snips. Use Stampin' Dimensionals

to add the colored & fussy cut hedgehog to the bottom & slightly off the stitched label overlapping the DSP panel.

4. Tie a small bow the Gold Shimmer ribbon and attach it to the left of the stitched label overlapping the wrapped

ribbon with glue dots. Add Gold Glitter Enamel Dots to the card front and stitched label.

5. Don't for get to stamp the sentiment from the Massive Thanks stamp set in Cajun Craze ink on the inside where you

write your message. I also added a strip of DSP to the front and the back of the card to pull the theme through.


